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Technology Forecast 2017 - Military Utility of Future Technologies
- A Report from Seminars at the Swedish Defence University’s (SEDU) Military-Technology Division.

Summary
Two technology forecast reports from the Fraunhofer Institute, three reports from the Swedish
Defence Research Institute (FOI) and two publications from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) have been reviewed by staff at the Military-Technology Division at the
Swedish Defence University (SEDU). The task given by the Defence Material Administration
(FMV) was to assess the military utility of the given technologies in a time frame to up 2040,
from a Swedish Armed Forces (SwAF) perspective.
In the review we assessed the military utility of certain technologies as possible contributions
to the operational capabilities of the SwAF, based on identified and relevant scenarios. Because
a new capability catalogue is under development at the SwAF Headquarters, this report only
presents general assessments of the capability impact of the technologies studied.
The technologies were grouped into four classes: potentially significant, moderate, negligible,
or uncertain military utility.
The classification uncertain military utility was given to technologies that are difficult to put in
the other three classes, it was not because the technology readiness level (TRL) will not be
reached by 2040.
The following technologies were assessed to have the potential for significant military utility:


Nanocarbons for photonic applications

The following technologies were assessed to have a potential for moderate military utility;



Internet of things (IoT)
Materials and technologies for protection against chemical agents

The following technologies were assessed to have uncertain military utility;



Post-quantum cryptography
New applications for hyperspectral image analysis for chemical and biological agents

No technology was found to have negligible military utility.
The method used in this technology forecast report was to assign each report to one reviewer in
the working group. Firstly, each forecast report was summarized. The Fraunhofer assessment
of technical readiness level (TRL) in the time period was held to be correct. Each technology
was then put into one or more scenarios that were assessed to be suitable for assessing the
military utility as well as indicating any possibilities and drawbacks. Based on a SWOTanalysis, the assessed contributions to the fundamental capabilities, and to the factors
DOTMPLFI (Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, Facilities and
Interoperability), were listed. Furthermore, the expected SwAF R&D requirements, to facilitate
the introduction of the technology are given. The Military utility was assessed using a model
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developed by the Military-Technology Division1. Finally, conclusions and an overall rating of
the potential military utility of each technology were presented .
The chosen definition of military utility clearly affects the result of the study. The definition
used here (“the military utility of a certain technology is its contribution to the operational
capabilities of the SwAF, within identified relevant scenarios”) has been used in our
Technology Forecasts since 2013.
Our evaluation of the method used shows that there is a risk that assessments can be biased by
the participating experts’ presumptions and experience from their own field of research. It
should also be stressed that the seven technologies’ potential military utility was assessed within
the specific presented scenarios and their possible contribution to operational capabilities within
those specific scenarios, not in general. When additional results have been found in the analysis,
this is mentioned.
The greatest value of the method used is its simplicity, cost effectiveness and that it promotes
learning within the working group. The composition of the working group and the methodology
used are believed to provide a broad and balanced coverage of the technologies being studied.
This report should be seen as an executive summary of the research reports and the intention is
to help the SwAF Headquarters to evaluate the military utility of emerging technologies within
identified relevant scenarios.
Overall, the research reports are considered to be balanced and of high quality in terms of their
level of critical analysis regarding technology development. These reports are in line with our
task to evaluate the military utility of the emerging technologies.
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Introduction
Scope
This report is the result of a review of seven reports from the Fraunhofer Institute, FOI and
MIT. The task from the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration, FMV, was to assess the
military utility of the different technologies in a time frame up to 2040. The review and
evaluation of each technology forms one chapter in this report.
References
The following reports from the Fraunhofer Institute, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
the Swedish Defence Research Institute FOI, were reviewed:
[1] Nanocarbons for Photonic Applications. D. Offenberg. March 2017. Fraunhofer Institute.
[2] Post Quantum Cryptography. K. Ruhlig. January 2017. Fraunhofer Institute.
[3] Internet of things: Security and Privacy Issues. December 2016. FOI.
[4] Research Survey - Internet of things. A. B. Lippman. February 2017. Industrial Liaison
Program. Massachussets Institute of Technology.
[5] The Internet of Things Applied to Command and Control Networks. R. N. Seekins. MSc
Thesis. February 2016. Massachussets Institute of Technology.
[6] Materials and technologies for improved comfort and protection against chemical agents.
M. Thunéll, A.-K. Tunemalm and S. Savage. June 2016. FOI.
[7] Nya användningsområden för Hyperspektral bildanalys – med fokus mot kemiska och
biologiska tillämpningar inom försvars- och säkerhetsområdet. (New applications for
hyperspectral image analysis for chemical and biological applications. This report is
reviewed in Swedish.) P. O. Andersson, L. Ahlinder, D. Gustafsson, M. Högbom, P.
Jonsson, F. Kullander, L. Landström, T. Svensson. December 2016. FOI.
Definitions
In this report the military utility of a certain technology is defined as the technology’s
contribution to the operational capabilities of the SwAF, within identified scenarios.
Method
The method consists of three steps chosen for efficiency and to take advantage of the
professional expertise of the reviewer.
Step 1: The reports are assigned to participants in the working group on the basis of their special
expertise and interest. Each reviewer is responsible for reviewing one technology.
The reviewer writes a summary of the report and defines one (or more) tentative military
technical system and puts it in a possible scenario for the Swedish Armed Forces in the
timeframe up to 2040. The purpose of the scenario is to illustrate the utility of the technology
and to put the technology described into a relevant context.
Step 2: Each review is discussed at a seminar. At the seminar the technology is briefly
introduced, and the technical system and the scenario are presented. The reviewer’s role is to
analyze the military utility of the specific technology in the scenario developed. The other
3
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participants’ role is to support or criticize the concept. In the seminar the technology is analyzed
by conducting:






a SWOT-analysis,
an assessment of the technology’s contribution to the fundamental capabilities,
an analysis of the technology’s military utility,
an assessment of its contribution to DOTMLPFI (Doctrine, Organization, Training,
Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, Facilities and Interoperability), and
an analysis of expected SwAF R&D requirements to facilitate the introduction of the
technology.

The military utility is assessed using the model developed by Andersson et al., see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Military Utility consists of Military Effectiveness, Military Suitability and Affordability.
Source: K. Andersson et al, Military utility: A proposed concept to support decision-making,
Technology in Society 43, 2015. In this concept the object being assessed is an element in the capability
system, labelled the Element of Interest (EoI). LCC is the Life Cycle Cost. TOC is the Total Ownership
Cost.

Step 3: The results of the seminars are documented and, using the Delphi method, conclusions
are drawn concerning the potential for military utility of the technology.
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The composition of the working group
The working group consisted of experts from the Military-Technology Division at SEDU:
Stefan Silfverskiöld, Cdr (N), PhD, project manager
Hans Liwång, PhD, deputy project manager
Gunnar Hult, Chaired Professor of Military-Technology
Åke Sivertun, Professor of Military-Technology
Peter Bull, Associate Professor of Military-Technology
Johan Sigholm, Maj (AF), PhD
Martin Lundmark, PhD
Carl von Gerber, Lt Col (Amph Corps)
Kent Andersson, Lt Col (AF), MSc
Peter Sturesson, Capt (AF), MSc
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Nanocarbons for Photonic Applications
Ref: [1] Referee: Associate Professor Peter Bull
Introduction
Nanocarbons are a group of carbon-based materials that have received a lot of attention over
the last decade. Two of the better known materials are graphene and carbon nanotubes. Their
applications as photo detectors and transparent electrodes are covered in the report mentioned
above.

Figure 1: Molecular structure of graphene (left), and carbon nanotubes (right).
Both graphene and carbon nanotubes can be used in photo detectors. A photo detector made
from the former can, at least theoretically, detect every wavelength from ultraviolet to infrared.
A photo detector made from the latter is more limited in detection bandwidth, but can still cover
a much larger bandwidth than existing photo detectors. Other advantages of using these
materials in photo detectors are the possibility of manufacturing un-cooled infrared detectors,
and photo detectors with extremely short response times. Possible uses for these photo detectors
are in compact thermal imaging cameras, photo detectors for spectrography, and in very highspeed optical communication.
Transparent electrodes are optically transparent, electrically conductive thin layers used in such
things as touch screens, displays and light emitting diodes. Using graphene or carbon nanotubes
in transparent electrodes makes it possible to produce highly flexible, bendable, transparent
electrodes with good chemical stability and high transparency to a wide range of wavelengths.
These transparent electrodes could be used for transparent displays, windows with integrated
heating, durable solar cells, and light sources.
Identified possibilities and constraints
Advantages
-

Possibility of producing photonic detectors covering a very wide range of wavelengths
Possibility of producing see-through displays
Possibility of producing durable and efficient solar cells

Disadvantages
-

Nano particles are small, and consequently their environment and health footprint is not
properly understood

6
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-

It might be very expensive to make these products on a large scale, thus inhibiting their
use

Assumptions
The concept scenarios are based on the following assumptions.
-

The technologies have reached the necessary technology readiness level to be utilized
in mass produced products
The cost of mass producing the products is not prohibitively high

Suggested military use
The following applications are mentioned in the report:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mass produced thermal imaging cameras for soldiers
Small thermal imaging cameras for unmanned aerial vehicles
High frame-rate and wide frequency range thermal imaging cameras for infrared seekers
Bendable touch screens integrated into soldiers uniforms

Concept scenarios in 2040
1. Protective eyewear with augmented reality support, and possible anti mist function
through heating for soldiers in the field.
2. Very wide wavelength range camera for situational awareness support in an infantryfighting vehicle.
Scenario 1 – protective eyewear
Soldiers usually have to wear eyewear for protection. If a transparent display with sufficiently
high resolution could be integrated into the glasses, it could be possible to get more functions
out of the eyewear than just eye protection. If they were coupled to a camera and a smartphone,
it could be possible to project maps or directions into the field of view; information from a
battle management system or information from a blue force tracking system could be displayed.
An augmented reality could be projected into the field of view as support for crew-served
equipment, or as interactive user manuals for operators of different types of systems. In cold
environments, it might be possible to have the additional function of heated glasses that do not
mist or ice over.
Scenario 2 – situational awareness support
Cameras covering the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared spectra could be used for situational
awareness support in an infantry-fighting vehicle. The images from such cameras could be used
for spectroscopy, with the information overlaid on visual images. Because synthetic materials
reflect a different spectrum than natural materials such as foliage, such cameras could make it
possible to distinguish camouflaged people or equipment from their surroundings, and display
them in a live image. Information from such a situational awareness support system could also
be transmitted to soldiers being transported in the vehicles, if they were equipped with the
eyewear mentioned above.

7
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SWOT analysis
During the seminar, the following strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for the
proposed technology within the scenario were identified:
Strengths:



Durable displays
Sensors that can be used in a wide variety of challenging environments

Weaknesses:


Dependency on faster support systems, such as processors and communications

Opportunities:



Better, smaller detectors
More robust electronics

Threats:



Lenses that are transparent to wavelengths ranging from UV to IR could be
unobtainable.
Low TRL, thus difficult to assess cost and possibility of manufacturing at a reasonable
cost.

Assessed capability impact
Increasing soldiers’ situational awareness could increase their combat effectiveness. There are,
however, some risks coupled to pushing too much information onto soldiers under stress. The
user interface should preferably be designed so that the soldier could control the type and
amount of information displayed. Thus, the risk of information overload could be reduced. If
the system could detect stress levels in the wearer, the information could be tailored to minimize
stress.
Assessment of Military Utility
Within the scenario(s) analyzed, the military effectiveness of nanocarbons in photonic
applications is assessed to be uncertain, but potentially high. This is due to its low TRL, which
makes it very difficult to assess whether equipment based on this technology will meet with the
desired outcome, the desired schedule or the desired cost.
The military suitability of nanocarbons in photonic applications is also assessed to be uncertain,
but potentially high, because of its low TRL. For more information, see the table under section
“Footprint/cost 2040” for a brief description of the potential impact on DOTMLPFI factors.
The affordability is also difficult to assess. The cost of acquisition, life cycle cost, and
environmental impact are uncertain. If electronics based on nanocarbons could be easily
manufactured in large quantities, and their environmental footprint were manageable,
affordability would be high.
In summary, therefore, given the forecasted TRL, the military utility of the technology is
difficult to assess but potentially is high to very high, thus significant.

8
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Footprint/cost 2040
The following list is a compilation of anticipated footprints created by the use of nanocarbons
in photonic applications on the factors DOTMLPFI (Doctrine, Organization, Training,
Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, Facilities and Interoperability) as well as the demands
expected to be put on SwAF R&D to facilitate the introduction of the technology.
Item

Comment

Doctrine

None

Organization

None

Training

Augmented reality (AR) can increase effectiveness of training

Materiel

Possibility of equipping more systems/personnel with small,
robust, efficient sensors. Increased demands on support systems

Leadership

Increased possibility of micro-management
information can easily reach curious leaders

Personnel

Little to none

Facilities

AR support is needed so personnel can utilize AR to its full
potential

Interoperability

Common protocols for communication are needed for sensors and
display equipment to share information efficiently

R&D

Keep an eye on the development of this technology!

as

real-time

Discussion and conclusions
The overriding uncertainty in technology described is its low technology readiness level. This
impacts most factors of interest such as whether it is possible to mass produce the electronic
devices described, whether they can be manufactured to an acceptable cost, whether they will
perform as predicted, whether they will have an acceptable environmental footprint, whether
they have an acceptable life cycle cost, etc.
The scenarios described are not unique to the application of nanocarbon based photonic
applications. Photonic sensors based on nanocarbons could be used in any type of application
where a camera could be used, with possible added features such as increased durability, smaller
size and increased frequency detection range. Optical electrodes based on nanocarbons could
be used for most types of displays with the possibility of showing live images. The displays
could possibly be made more durable, bendable and lighter than existing displays in addition to
being transparent.
Due to its present low and uncertain TRL between 2 and 9, which makes it very difficult to
assess whether equipment based on this technology will comply with the desired outcome, the
desired schedule or the desired cost, the potential military utility of the technology is difficult
to assess, but potentially is high to very high. Thus, the overall assessment is potentially
significant military utility.
This is a very interesting technology that should be monitored to see how it develops.

9
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Post-Quantum Cryptography
Ref: [2] Referee: Hans Liwång PhD
Introduction
All or most computer systems use encryption to protect information; this is especially true for
military systems. Today’s encryption schemes rely on the fact that it takes too long for an
attacker to find (compute) the right encryption key. However, if and when quantum computers
are realized, their computational power will be different and greater than today’s computers.
Therefore, the goal of post-quantum cryptography is to develop schemes for conventional
computers that are unbreakable for any computer, conventional or quantum.
Quantum computers will not speed up all computational problems; however, algorithms such
as the so-called Shor’s algorithm, will speed up prime factorization and discrete logarithms [2].
This will mean that many of the most used encryption schemes of today will offer much weaker
protection against quantum computers. The Fraunhofer report [2] describes and gives a good
overview of the encryption schemes used today, and how they correspond to the expectations
of future quantum computers.
The focus is thus to identify mathematical problems that are time consuming to solve for both
classical computers and quantum computers. Post-quantum cryptography also offers greater
protection against other mathematical breakthroughs for classical computers. However, there
are most probably algorithms for quantum computers, as yet unidentified, that could speed up
more types of systems. This must be considered an uncertainty in the development of postquantum cryptography.
Today’s estimated Technology Readiness Level (TRL) for post-quantum cryptography,
according to the Fraunhofer report [2], is between level five and nine. After 2030 and by2040
the TRL is expected to be at least 7. According to the report, quantum computers are expected
to be operational, at the earliest in the same time frame.
Today, post-quantum cryptography is being developed by both civilian and military
organizations. Among the military institutions, the report mentions the UK’s intelligence
agency, Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ); the multinational Thales Group;
the research project, Secure Implementation of Post-Quantum Cryptography (within the NATO
Science for Peace and Security Programme); and the US National Security Agency (NSA).
Identified possibilities and constraints
Advantages
-

Offers protection against both classical and quantum computers.

Disadvantages
-

Security is based on assumptions about (quantum) computers computational power.
This is true for all encryption schemes.

Assumptions
The discussion below is not based on any particular assumptions.

10
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Suggested military use
Encryption schemes are at least as important for military applications as for civilian. Most
military IT systems, including communication systems, use encryption. However, this is as big
a problem for other government systems as it is for specific military systems.
Concept scenarios
Two scenarios were considered during the SWOT analysis:
Scenario Alpha: A military server or computer is used for communication with the public during
a crisis. The server is equipped with Post-Quantum Cryptography.
Scenario Bravo: An expeditionary Swedish unit is sending collected encrypted information to
units in Sweden.
Both these systems are of particular interest to other nations and could, therefore, be the target
of an attack by quantum computers before such computers are known to be operational.
SWOT analysis
The following strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for post-quantum cryptography
within the scenarios were identified at the seminar:
Strengths:




Protection against traditional computer attacks.
Protection against quantum computer attacks.
Compatible with today’s systems.

Weaknesses:


New and unproven and therefore could be broken by an unknown computational
scheme.

Opportunities:


Early implementation of quantum ready encryption gives the opportunityto focus on
other cyber threats.

Threats:


Developed schemes are based on assumptions of quantum computer computational
power.

Assessed capability impact
The ability to continuously update and strengthen cyber security is important for the protection
of all computer systems. However, the technology does not offer any new capability compared
to today.
Assessment of Military Utility
Within the analyzed scenarios, the specific military effect is high because post-quantum
encryption schemes will be needed when quantum computers exist. Furthermore, if civilian
solutions are implemented, the military specific cost will be low and the effectiveness could,
therefore, be substantial. However, the military specific cost could increase substantially, if
military systems need protection against quantum computers before other systems.
11
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The military suitability is high as the solutions proposed suit commercial computer systems,
which are also the typical computer settings in military systems.
The affordability is high as there are low military specific costs associated with the
implementation of the technology.
Therefore, the potential military utility is uncertain, since the technology does not offer new
capabilities.
Footprint/cost 2025
The following list is a compilation of anticipated footprints created by the use of post-quantum
cryptography on the factors DOTMLPFI (Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel,
Leadership, Personnel, Facilities and Interoperability) as well as the expected demands on the
SwAF R&D to facilitate the introduction of the technology.
Item

Comment

Doctrine

Little or none

Organization

Little or none

Training

Little or none

Materiel

Only software changes needed, but no changes in functionality

Leadership

Little or none

Personnel

Little or none

Facilities

Little or none

Interoperability

Little or none

R&D

Little or none specific for military systems. However, military
competence should be involved in national efforts in the area.

Discussion and conclusions
The analysis performed has limitations and uncertainties, particularly in terms of the capability
and availability of quantum computers in 2040. The Fraunhofer report [2] is based on today’s
knowledge and understanding of quantum computers in general. However, it is possible that
quantum computers will be used to break military encryptions years before such computers are
commercially available.
Post quantum cryptography is not only needed for military systems. The protection of other
(civilian) systems is equally important in order to guarantee governmental and military control.
Therefore, post quantum cryptography is an important area of knowledge for all governmental
systems; it is not only a military problem. This should be addressed through national efforts
involving cooperation between the state, industry and the University.
In the studied period, it is uncertain if quantum computers will be operational, the potential
military utility of post-quantum cryptography is therefore assessed to be uncertain.
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Internet of Things
Ref: [3] [4] [5] Referee: Johan Sigholm PhD
Introduction
Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept that describes the connection of a large amount of physical
devices to the Internet, or another common information network. The concept has emerged as
a result of a convergence of multiple technologies, including ubiquitous wireless
communication, real-time analytics, machine learning and commodity sensors. The Internet of
Things is enabled through the contribution of several traditional research fields, such as
embedded systems, wireless sensor networks, control systems, and automation.
The “things” that make up the IoT range from small wearable appliances, e.g. a personal glucose
meter or a biochip on a farm animal, to large distributed systems such as industrial production
robots and field reconnaissance devices for search and rescue operations. A common
denominator is that the connected “things” primarily have physical purposes. This can include
sensing, heating or cooling, lighting, motor actuation or transportation. The IoT is by definition
an instance of the more general class of so-called “cyber-physical systems,” which also
encompass technologies such as smart grids, virtual power plants, smart homes, and intelligent
transportation. Current estimates predict that the IoT will consist of between 26 billion and 50
billion objects by 2020.
One goal of the IoT is to allow improved efficiency, accuracy, economic benefits, and to reduce
requirements for human intervention, as the physical world becomes more integrated into
computer based systems. On the other hand, the IoT also entails new risks and challenges,
especially within the area of privacy and physical safety, but also related to device powering,
the development of robust network infrastructures, and e-waste management.
This chapter considers three reviewed documents. The main military applications of IoT
mentioned in the above sources are new ways to collect intelligence, a greater number of ways
or vectors for cyber attacks, and enhanced capabilities for command and control. Some useful
scenarios are presented below.
Urban sensing – making use of data from sensors embedded in wireless terminals, such as
smartphones, carried by military personnel or civilians.
Profiling – categorizing individuals or groups of users by collecting and processing data about
their activities, including online behavior, communications or physical locations.
Inventory attack – gathering information about the existence and characteristics of IoT
connected devices through fingerprinting.
Linkage – aggregation of information from heterogeneous IoT data sources to reveal new facts
about a target.
IoT cyber-attacks – attack vectors will increase on IoT devices and embedded systems, mainly
due to the uncontrolled and heterogeneous characteristics of IoT networks.
More about these areas can be found in the FOI report [3].
Identified possibilities and constraints
Advantages
-

Enhanced intelligence capability through an extended network of IoT sensors
13
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-

Increased attack vectors for cyber attacks
Possibility of new services leveraged by the IoT (medicine, logistics, environmental
monitoring, training etc.)
Distributed processing capabilities
Possible low cost and reduced risk for acquisitions based on commercial off-the-shelf
products

Disadvantages
-

Complex network control and management
Risk of compromising emanation from IoT devices
High requirements for network availability and survivability
Challenge to maintain network security, risk of reduced user privacy
The advantages could depend on an adversary’s IoT strategy
Legal aspects of targeting IoT in offensive operations

Assumptions
The concept scenario is based on the following assumptions:
-

Subsystems based on IoT technology are available on the market.
Important supporting areas (such as big data) are developed

Suggested military use
The following main applications are derived from the reports:
-

Intelligence collection
Cyber attack vectors
Virtual or distributed command and control network system

Concept scenario in 2040
Scenario: Internet of Things sensor network
In this scenario, it is envisaged that the Swedish Armed Forces will have adopted the Internet
of Things concept to enhance its sensor network. Besides the sensor types used today (such as
radar, signals intelligence and optics), embedded sensors in a large number of connected
devices will be used to collect large amounts of data. By employing additional technologies,
such as big data analysis and artificial intelligence, the data can be processed and provide
intelligence and decision support. Devices connected to the military IoT could be individual
fire arms, unmanned vehicles, uniform components, handheld radios and possibly, compatible
external equipment. The data collected from the devices’ sensors will be disseminated via
different networks, likely local wireless mesh networks as well as longer range networks , and
subjected to central or distributed processing. As mentioned above, this will give opportunities
within urban sensing, profiling, inventory attack, linkage and cyber-attacks.
SWOT-analysis
The following strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for IoT technology within the
scenario were identified at the seminar:
Strengths:



Provides a standardized communication protocol available for all
An IoT sensor network could give opportunities for multiple sensor control in new areas
14
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IoT network is more robust as it is not reliant on individual devices, loss of individual
nodes does not affect the entire network
Development is not dependent on military decisions
Introduces autonomous communication between devices and materiel

Weaknesses:






Development is not under military control
Requires advances in subsystems (increased TRL), such as Artificial Intelligence and
Big Data analysis technologies to avoid information overload
No military specific protection of communication
No military control over how the communication is scheduled
Introduces new dependencies

Opportunities:




Opportunity to uplink legacy sensor equipment or external equipment
Support of sensor fusion and Network Centric Warfare
New information flow could lead to more effective systems, if the new conditions are
taken into account when designing new systems.

Threats:







Compromise of IoT network by adversary through cyber attack
Risk of compromising emanation from IoT devices
IoT network could be used for Denial of Service attacks
Current research and development within IoT technology is focused on civilian
applications, which could reduce the military utility
Misplaced trust in hardware and software components
New cyber sensitivities

Assessed capability impact
IoT sensor networks will primarily have an impact on intelligence, logistics information,
command and control as well as on cyber-attack and cyberdefence.
Assessment of Military Utility
Within the analyzed scenario(s) the military effectiveness of implementing an IoT based sensor
network could be significant. New services within areas such as medicine, logistics,
environmental monitoring and training could increase capabilities. However, serious concerns
regarding security are raised in the documents considered and in general literature. The main
challenges are related to the heterogeneous characteristics of IoT networks, with many different
types of devices from varying manufacturers, and the lack of mechanisms to maintain
confidentiality, integrity and availability in an IoT network. A further concern is related to
compromising emanation from IoT devices, and the threat of an adversary gathering
information about the existence and characteristics of these devices.
The military suitability is generally high, as military systems to a large extent are based on
civilian IT infrastructure. However, military specific demands for protection and cyber security
could affect the suitability to a large degree.
15
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The affordability is relatively high because the basic technology used in an IoT environment is
already considered to have a high Technology Readiness Level (up to TRL 9 in the coming 510 years). However, many of the subsystems needed to take advantage of the opportunities such
as big data analysis and artificial intelligence, have a much lower TRL today. Nevertheless,
from a 2040 perspective, it is likely that these subsystems will also have reached a high TRL.
Therefore, the overall potential military utility of the technology is moderate, possibly
significant, but there are military specific aspects that have to be taken into account.
Footprint/cost 2040
The following list is a compilation of anticipated footprints created by the use of the IoT concept
on the factors DOTMLPFI (Doctrine, Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel,
Facilities and Interoperability) as well as the expected SwAF R&D requirements to facilitate
the introduction of the technology.
Item

Comment

Doctrine

Limited

Organization

Limited in general, but will effect intelligence and command and
control organizations.

Training

Could be an enabler for new training material with more advanced
feedback functionality.

Materiel

Devices connected to the IoT are already in use, or are
inexpensive, and thus should not contribute to increased materiel
costs.

Leadership

New command and control possibilities, weaknesses must be
understood.

Personnel

Limited in general, but new demands on personnel within the
cyber area.

Facilities

Limited

Interoperability

IoT networks are heterogeneous and interoperability could be
reduced if the devices are not verified as compatible.

R&D

R&D may be required to develop military specific
implementations of IoT, particularly within big data and artificial
intelligence (AI).

Discussion and conclusions
Based on the current and assessed Technology Readiness Level of Internet of Things
technology, it is presumed that SwAF will be able to employ this technology, or at least relevant
elements, over a 15-20 year perspective, especially applications that have close civilian
counterparts, and do not require extensive R&D. The uncertainties in the analysis relate
primarily to the extent to which military specific requirements can be placed on IoT technology
and the important supporting areas (development of big data and AI).
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This area of IoT should be followed, as it is likely that there will be rapid development in
important sub technologies, such as big data analysis and artificial intelligence, in the coming
years. Remaining challenges include resolving uncertainties in network security.
The potential military utility is assessed to be moderate, possibly significant.
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Materials and technologies for improved comfort and protection
against chemical agents
Ref: [6] Referee: Prof Åke Sivertun
Introduction
The development of protective suits against chemical warfare and civilian chemical threats is
ongoing in many places, partly supported by the development of new materials and the ability
to develop textiles and membranes using nanomaterials. The report studied has scanned the
literature in the field and describes current development. In particular, advances in
nanotechnology have created enormous opportunities for the textile industry, including
functional protective clothing for civilian and military applications. Problems with
overheating of personnel wearing the protective suits are highlighted.
Identified possibilities and constraints
Advantages
-

-

The new materials provide solutions to several earlier problems in protective clothing
against CBRN warfare agents.
The materials and fabric are lighter and can be given properties to both hinder bigger
molecules from entering the suit and the human body, to provide respiratory systems
and, to some extent, release vapor and perspiration from the wearer.
The material can also combine protection with material that absorbs or neutralizes
chemical substances in many forms, such as particles, liquids and gases.
Some new solutions are mentioned that could solve overheating problems.

Disadvantages
-

-

There are still problems with removing the heat produced by the user, which can lead to
overheating and reduced capacity to deal with the physiological and psychological
burden related to dealing with a CBRN attack.
Some of the solutions suggested require the user to carry several extra kilos of batteries
and other equipment to cool down. Systems that use one of the best and fundamental
cooling systems available (human transpiration) could perhaps solve this problem.

Assumptions
The concept scenario is based on the following assumption:
-

Chemical protective suits with nanotechnology and body ventilation systems including
heat exchangers, will have been developed by 2040.

Suggested military use
The following applications are mentioned in the report:
-

New principles for building more effective functional materials allow transpiration from the
wearer to leave the protective suit, making better physical and mental performance possible
for longer periods.
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Concept scenarios in 2040
Scenario
A CBRN mission including attempts to stop further spread of a toxic substance from a
container, reducing the effect of substances already released (decontamination), and rescuing
personnel who have been contaminated and affected by the substances. The mission requires
quite heavy physical work in a temperature of +20 C, low wind and high solar influx. The
number of personnel in the SwAF equipped and train ed for chemical decontamination is
limited, which calls for use of the new chemical protective suits with nanotechnology and body
ventilation systems including heat exchangers.
SWOT-analysis
The following strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for new technologies for
protection against chemical agents within the scenario were identified at the seminar:
Strengths:



As the temperature is moderate the body ventilation system could reduce the 100 – 1000
W of heat produced by the wearer of the protection suit. However, this is limited as the
natural cooling effect is not so good, due to low wind and high solar radiation.
The limited number of personnel for chemical decontamination can be used for longer
periods and under better physical and mental conditions.

Weaknesses:




The body ventilation system with mechanical fans and cooling equipment means that
extra weights must be carried. Thus, the increased work to carry the extra equipment
will produce more body heat.
Uncertain performance in cold or subarctic environments.

Opportunities:




Developing “gloves” that cool or heat the wearer’s hands have proven to be very
effective. In cases where the wearer of a protective suit is over-heated or cooled down,
work can continue after shorter breaks, where body temperature is regulated to more
normal levels. This will allow personnel to continue to work for several more periods
without changing clothes.
With tactical adaptation to the situation, it may be possible to carry out the task in a
shorter period with staff acclimatized and trained to work under "tropical" conditions.

Threats:


The protective effect could be lost if an aggressor uses new types or combinations of
chemicals and drugs that consist of very small molecules that do not react with the
catalysts used in the suit. These small molecules could also be combined with substances
that destroy the protective material and make it vulnerable to penetration. In such cases,
the wearer will be poisoned or affected in a way that will perhaps hinder the mission to
remove or neutralize the CBRN threat, and to rescue victims.

Assessed capability impact
New technologies for protection against chemical agents will primarily have an impact on
protection.
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Assessment of Military Utility
Within the scenario analyzed, the military effectiveness is high if the current prototypes show
that they can fulfil the requirements regarding Military Effectiveness, Military Suitability and
Military Affordability.
The materials can enable military personnel to be able to work more effectively for longer
periods without the risk of overheating, and with lower physiological and psychological stress.
The materials could also potentially increase the capability to fulfill the mission if the
infrastructure of charged batteries and charged phase changing material are in place. Thanks to
a beneficial civilian development the materials will be cheaper and more available. The nano
materials have not been proven fully safe and must be tested for both technical reliability and
for any potential health and environmental impact during their lifecycle. However, the
protection against chemical substances has a high probability of being effective and the military
effectiveness is therefore potentially high.
The military suitability is high as the capacity to deal with CBRN threats is one of the essential
capabilities. The material does not require organization changes and could potentially enable
new protection systems and enhance training.
The affordability is not easy to estimate as the systems described are only in a TRL of between
2 - 6. Furthermore, the measurements like Life Cycle Cost and Total Ownership Cost are hard
to estimate of similar reasons. A discussion about resources allocated relating to affordability
is absent. However, equipping specific units for operations in CBRN environments should be
relevant, to improve their efficiency, and for the replacement of old equipment.
Overall, the potential military utility of the technology, in the studied areas, is moderate.
Footprint/cost 2040
The following list is a compilation of anticipated footprints created by the use of new materials
for protection against chemical agents on the factors DOTMLPFI (Doctrine, Organization,
Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, Facilities and Interoperability) as well as the
expected demands on the SwAF R&D to facilitate the introduction of the technology.
Item

Comment

Doctrine

Limited, however indirect as respions to potential threats

Organization

Limited

Training

Beneficial as more comfortable and safer

Materiel

Safer and easier to use

Leadership

Limited. However, should be easier to motivate staff

Personnel

High impact on personnel satisfaction

Facilities

Limited

Interoperability

Works well with other systems

R&D

Needs significant R&D because TRL are 2 - 6
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Discussion and conclusions
The development of protective suits against chemical warfare and civil chemical threats is
ongoing, supported by the development of new materials and the ability to develop textiles and
membranes using nanomaterials. The literature scan, however, has limitations and uncertainties
as many of the materials and technologies are in their initial stages of development. The study
makes several delimitations in the choice of aspects studied therefore, materials for civilian use,
e.g. medical purposes, are excluded. Perhaps deeper studies of materials, that can change their
function by electrical stimulation, could come up with suggestions for solutions to some of the
challenges of the technology investigated.
The addition of cooling capabilities to protective suits would improve the user’s capability and
allow working periods to be extended. This is important since very few personnel are skilled
and trained to operate in a CBRN contaminated environment, and it takes a long time to change
suits and recover between tasks when using traditional protective suits. The relevance of
focusing on the impact of exposure to heat could, however, be questioned. Because of its
strategic position in the Nordic region, Sweden should also consider wearing protective clothing
and working in a cold or subarctic environment, rather than warmer areas.
In the future, covering the protective suit with a metallic coating that reflects radiation and is
repellent to chemical droplets or mist could improve the performance of protective suits.
The technology is complicated and dependent on progress in many related technologies and
research fields. By extrapolating the technology to a number of other scenarios, uncertainties
about the suitability of the technologies could be figured out and suggestions for solutions
perhaps be identified. The tradition of limiting studies at an early stage to a narrow group of
questions and solutions can sometimes result in missed opportunities, e.g. R&D coordination
with the civilian sector.
R&D in the field is to a large extent driven by the civilian market. Civilian needs can result in
good solutions and products that could be used for military applications. These have to be
identified and assessed for military applications, and possibly developed further and
optimized to suit military needs.
To ensure that the Swedish Armed Forces are able to take advantage of the predicted rapid
developments in materials, particularly nanotechnology, guidelines for the implementation
and funding of continuous monitoring of important areas are needed.
The potential military utility of the technology, in the studied areas, is assessed to be moderate.
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Nya användningsområden för Hyperspektral bildanalys
– Med fokus mot kemiska och biologiska tillämpningar inom försvars- och
säkerhetsområdet
Ref: [4] Referents: Carl von Gerber Lt Col and Martin Lundmark PhD
Introduktion
FOI omvärldsanalys av nya användningsområden för hyperspektral bildanalys har ett fokus mot
kemiska och biologiska tillämpningar inom försvars- och säkerhetsområdet. Syftet med
omvärldsanalysen är att få en överblick inom området. En frågeställning är t.ex. om teknik för
att avslöja kamouflage kan användas till att avslöja farliga ämnen. Rapporten baseras på
inhämtning av information via litteratursökning i databaser, möten och workshops.
Hyperspektral avbildning är en teknik som funnits sedan drygt 30 år tillbaka men i takt med att
framförallt datorkapaciteten ökat och sensorers prestanda förbättrats har tekniken fått nya
tillämpningar bl.a. genom att instrument blivit mindre och att insamlad data kan bearbetas mer
effektivt. Multispektrala sensorer dominerar vid framtagning av kartunderlag och övervakning
av klimatförändringar, miljökatastrofer, jordbruk och skogsskötsel2.
En digital färgbild består av en datamatris av pixlar (bildelement) i höjd och bredd. Varje
enskild pixel mäter de tre färgerna rött, grönt och blått. Den relativa signalstyrkan mellan de tre
färgkanalerna ger olika färger. En multispektral sensor, som existerar för hela det optiska
våglängdsområdet, mäter i flera våglängdsband jämfört mot en monokrom som mäter i endast
ett våglängdsband. Med en högupplöst färgkamera kan man diskriminera mellan olika objekt
utifrån färg och form och ofta kan man säga vilket material objektet är gjort av genom att sätta
det i ett sammanhang. En metod för att t.ex. kunna diskriminera mellan olika mål är att använda
en hög spektral upplösning – hyperspektral avbildning. Med en hyperspektral kamera avbildar
man en scen i separata, smala våglängdsband, där antalet spektralband kan uppgå till flera
hundra. Utseendet på detta spektrum är fysikaliskt kopplat till de material som faktiskt
avbildats. Genom att jämföra dessa spektrum mot kända referenser är det möjligt att
materialklassificera objekten i bilden. Hyperspektrala sensorer har under den senaste tiden blivit
billigare, mer högupplösta och ljuskänsliga. Hyperspektrala sensorer längre upp i det termiska
området blir vanligtvis mer komplicerade, tyngre och dyra, men detta ska vägas mot att de är
spektralt bättre avpassade för detektion av vissa specifika material och objekt (ex. gaser och
mineraler men också kamouflage som ofta är bättre anpassade för kortare våglängder) samt att
de inte bara kan användas dagtid utan även nattetid.3
En viktig fördel med hyperspektral avbildning är att dessa metoder oftast är icke-förstörande
och inte kräver kontakt med provet. Många metoder har också fördelen att bilder snabbt kan
samlas in. De hyperspektrala bilderna innehåller minst tre dimensioner (X, Y samt spektral
information). Den spatiala upplösningen och storleken på det område som kan avbildas beror
på metod och den avbildande optiken. Traditionellt har hyperspektral analys ofta syftat till
fjärranalys, men idag kan hyperspektral analys lika gärna syfta till avbildning av mikroskopiska
prover. Vilken spektral information som fås är också beroende av vilken metod som används.

2

Peter Sturesson. Intervju 2017. FHS.
Hyperspektral avbildning - Statusrapport 2015. D. Bergström, M. Lundberg, D. Gustafsson, T. Svensson and N.
Wadströmer. November 2015. FOI
3
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Identifierade möjligheter och begränsningar med hyperspektral avbildning med fokus
mot kemiska och biologiska tillämpningar inom försvars- och säkerhetsområdet
Möjligheter
-

Analysera åldring av material
Identifiera, på avstånd och på ett icke-förstörande sätt, förekomsten av ämnen (CBNE)
på föremål, på vatten och i luften
Materialklassning

Begränsningar
-

Motsvarande som för elektro-optiska instrument (fri siktlinje och god sikt)
Avståndsberoende relativt upplösning
Beroende på typ av analys krävs mycket stor datorkapacitet både vad gäller lagring
(databas) och bearbetning (processorkapacitet) för att hantera den enorma datamängden.
För klassning krävs referensbibliotek

Antaganden
Scenariot baseras på följande antaganden:
-

Den fortsatta utvecklingen av sensorer men framförallt datorers bearbetningsprocess
och lagringskapacitet har nått sådana nivåer att det i sig inte längre är gränssättande.

Föreslaget militärt nyttjande
Följande tillämpningar nämns i rapporten:
-

Upptäcka på avstånd förekomsten av farliga ämnen/kontaminerade objekt inom hela
stridsrummet där en CBRN-hotbild förekommer
Forensisk undersökning (motsv. brottsplatsundersökning)
Analys av åldring av t.ex. skyddsmaterial
Livsmedelskontroll (livsmedelssäkerhet)
Övervakning/spaning
Detektering av kamouflage, d.v.s. att särskilja kamouflage ifrån terräng/omgivning
Landmindetektion

Koncept scenario 2040
Följande scenario kan relateras till några av rapportens förslag till framtida spår inom
teknikområdet: 1.) Studera BC-kontamination, 2.) Forensisk fältanalys.
Respektive scenario presenteras och får genomgå en SWOT-analys.
Scenario detektering av förekomsten av C (B )-stridsmedel
Ett av marinens örlogsfartyg är på väg in i ett tillfälligt upprättat basområde för bunkring och
laddning. Det föreligger ett hot om att C-stridsmedel i någon form kan förekomma.
Baskompaniet har fått i uppgift att säkra basområdet.
Ombord på örlogsfartyget har befintlig IR-sensor kompletterats med en spektral dimension.
Baskompaniet har utrustats med handburna instrument för detektering av förekomsten av Cstridsmedel.
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SWOT-analys
Följande styrkor, svagheter, möjligheter och hot för den föreslagna teknologin hyperspektral
bildanalys inom det givna scenariot identifierades vid seminariet:
Styrkor:





Passiv sensor som under vackert väder förhållande på avstånd kan detektera
förekomsten av olika typer av ämnen under förutsättning att dessa kan klassificeras
Ej behov av att komma i kontakt med ämnet.
Relativt snabb beroende på tillgång till databas
Icke-förstörande

Svagheter:


Det krävs en databas att matcha insamlad data mot. Saknas uppgifter försvåras
möjligheten till klassificering av det som detekterats.

Möjligheter:




På avstånd och jämförelsevis rationellt spana av områden efter förekomsten av kända
ämnen
Verifiera att ytor är ”rena”
Information om var kvarstående ämnen är lokaliserade

Hot:



Väderberoende, d.v.s. inverkan av nederbörd, dimma, temperatur (?) och
bakgrundsstrålning (gäller för kortare våglängder) påverkar möjligheten att använda
tekniken på avstånd.
Förekomsten av nya (sken) ämnen som inte finns i databas

Scenario forensisk fältanalys
Sabotage har utförts mot vital infrastruktur med okänd förövare. En underrättelseenhet får i
uppgift att inhämta uppgifter om bl.a. typ av sprängämne som använts för att på så sätt kunna
härleda vem som ligger bakom sabotaget.
SWOT-analys
Följande styrkor, svagheter, möjligheter och hot för den föreslagna teknologin hyperspektral
bildanalys inom det givna scenariot identifierades vid seminariet:
Styrkor:






En relativt stor yta kan på avstånd > 20 m genomsökas.
Finns en databas att relatera till kan uppgifter om ämnet erhållas inom minuter.
Ej behov av att komma i kontakt med provet
Icke-förstörande provtagning
Mätning kan göras direkt på plats

Svagheter:


Förutsätter erfarenheter (databas) att jämföra inhämtad data med
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Möjligheter:



Materiel i beredskap
Som underlag underrättelsebedömande

Hot:


Förekomsten av skenmaterial

Bedömt förmågebidrag
Hyperspektral bildanalys bidrar till den grundläggande förmågan und/info genom att på avstånd
upptäcka förekomsten av C (B) stridsmedel och den grundläggande förmågan skydd, genom att
analysera åldring av bl.a. skyddsmaterial eller vital konstruktion.
Värdering av militär nytta
Militär nytta bedöms utifrån militär effektivitet, militär lämplighet och ekonomisk
överkomlighet som i sin tur delas in i ett antal delmängder; indikatorer. Med militär effektivitet
förstås hur väl ett system kan nå avsedd verkan i en kontext formad av operationsmiljön. Militär
lämplighet bedöms utifrån hur väl det passar in i ett system bestående av påverkansområdena
(DOTMPLFI) och ekonomisk överkomlighet omfattar den totala kostnaden från anskaffning
till avveckling.
Bedömningen är att ökad datorkapacitet leder till en bättre förmåga att upptäcka, klassificera
och identifiera objekt så länge det sker under meteorologiskt gynnsamma förhållande, d.v.s.
vackert väder. Vid avståndsdetektion av B/C-ämnen kan även laser användas för att aktivera
ämnena och på så sätt se deras specifika spektrala signatur. Med laserstöd får man generellt
längre räckvidder och mindre väderberoende. Möjligheten att detektera på avstånd innebär ökat
skydd för personal jämfört med dagens metoder. Möjligheten att genomföra avbildning på
avstånd innebär också att förhållandevis stora ytor kan undersökas jämfört med idag.
Tidsvinsten bedöms som betydande i det avseendet.
I takt med att tekniken för hyperspektral avbildning utvecklas kommer vi inom de närmaste 20
åren sannolikt se både mindre och bättre presterande instrument, inte minst för civila
tillämpningar inom livsmedelsindustrin, forensik och åldersbestämning av material. Civila
tillämpningar innebär att tekniken används på bred front vilket rimligen borde medföra relativt
billiga instrument för militära tillämpningar. Utvecklingen av tekniken för civila ändamål
kommer leda till möjligheter för militära tillämpningar, framförallt för att lokalisera
(kamouflerade) objekt, identifiera objekt och ämnen.
Den militära nyttan på stridsfältsnivå bedöms vara begränsad inom ramen för forensik men hög
vad avser detektering av förekomsten av C (B) stridsmedel samt detektering av
material/kamouflerade system/IED (spår av) etc. Sammantaget, inom ramen för kemiska och
biologiska tillämpningar, är tekniken svårbedömd vad gäller militär nytta inom försvars- och
säkerhetsområdet.
Inverkan 2045
I nedanstående tabell förtecknas teknologin hyperspektral bildanalys inverkan på
påverkansfaktorerna (DOTMLPFI). Dessutom anges eventuellt behov av FoT-satsningar för att
underlätta introduktion av teknologin i Försvarsmakten.
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Påverkansområde

Kommentar

Doktrin

Ingen påverkan

Organisation

Ingen påverkan

Träning

Träning fordras för att förstå och behärska hur man kan tillämpa och
dra nytta av tekniken hyperspektral bildanalys samt hur data tolkas.
Särskilt inom underrättelsefunktionen fordras utbildning och
träning för att kunna hantera inhämtade data samt kontinuerligt
utveckla referensmaterial (databas).

Materiel

Fordrar en analys av befintliga sensorer samt på vilket sätt dessa
kan bidra till hyperspektral bildanalys utan att nuvarande
användarkrav underskrids. Hyperspektrala bilder innehåller i regel
enorma mängder data och innehåller både spektral och spatial
information. För att utvinna information ur bilderna är det därför
centralt att använda lämpliga (multivariata) dataanalysmetoder som
i sin tur kräver stor datorkapacitet.

Ledarskap

Ingen påverkan

Personal

Ingen påverkan

Anläggningar
(Facilities)

Ingen påverkan

Interoperabilitet

Ingen påverkan

FoT

Utreda vilka nuvarande plattformar och tekniker som finns idag
inom FM med potential att efter modifiering kunna merutnyttjas till
stöd för hyperspektral bildanalys.
Studera hur teknologin för åldring av material kan nyttjas för FM.
Undersöka möjligheten till att utveckla förmågan hos förband att
detektera kamouflage och materialklassificering

Diskussion och slutsatser
Mot bakgrund av att tekniken främst utvecklas för civila tillämpningar, vilket gör den tillgänglig
för en bred grupp av användare, bedöms det som sannolikt att den även förekommer hos en
högteknologiskt välutrustad motståndare. Exempelvis kan förband förses med små, d.v.s. ned
till handburna, enheter för att verifiera förekomsten av C/B-ämnen i olika former och på
avstånd. Fordonsmonterade enheter kan detektera kamouflerade enheter och enheter med känt
material vilket kommer ställa krav på taktiskt uppträdande och val av material.
Baserat på den här studien föreslås att FOI med stöd av FoT-projekt från Försvarsmakten
fortsätter undersöka möjligheten att nyttja tekniken på stridsfältsnivå med fokus på detektering
av förekomsten av C/B-stridsmedel (livsmedelssäkerhet inkluderat), analys av åldring av
material samt detektering av material/system/kamouflage (signaturduellen).
Utvecklingen av hyperspektral avbildning möjliggör, under gynnsamma väderbetingelser, att
på avstånd särskilja objekt vilket innebär att teknologin är ett av de senaste inspelen vad gäller
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medel och motmedel i signaturanpassningsduellen. Konsekvensen av det blir sannolikt att det
kommer ställs nya och förändrade krav på val av material, användning av skenmål och taktisk
uppträdande. Maskering med dagens maskeringsmedel fyller möjligen inte längre sin funktion
på samma sätt som idag för den som har resurser att utföra hyperspektral avbildning. Mot
bakgrund av det är teknikutvecklingen i sig mycket intressant att följa och bedömningen är att
tekniken har stor militär nytta inom flera områden.
Rapporten har fokus på användningsområden för hyperspektral avbildning inom kemiska och
biologiska tillämpningar. Bedömningen är att inom ramen för kemiska och biologiska
tillämpningar är tekniken svårbedömd vad gäller militär nytta inom försvars- och
säkerhetsområdet. Det ska understrykas att detta är ett avgränsat område för tillämpning av
hyperspektral bildanalys. Hyperspektral bildanalys möjliggör även generellt ett bredare
användningsområde som t.ex. framtagning av kartunderlag, detektering av kamouflerade
objekt, IED-er och minor där den militära nyttan bedöms som betydande.

Reflections on the method
Our evaluation of the method used shows that there is a risk the assessment is biased by the
participating experts’ presumptions and experiences from their own field of research. The
scenarios that were chosen do not cover all aspects of the technology and their possible
contribution to operational capabilities. It should be stressed that we have assessed the five
technologies’ potential military utility in the presented scenarios, not the technology itself.
The chosen definition of military utility clearly affects the result of the study. The definition is
the same that was used in the Technology Forecast since 2013. It is believed to be good enough
for this report, but could be further elaborated in the future.
The greatest value of the method used is its simplicity, cost effectiveness and the tradeoff that
it promotes learning within the working group. The composition of the working group and the
methodology used is believed to provide for a broad and balanced coverage of the technologies
under study.
This report provides an assessment of the military utility of some emerging technologies within
identified relevant scenarios. It is intended to contribute to the SwAF Headquarters evaluation
of emerging technologies.
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